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Abstract
The AMiBA (Array for Microwave Background Anisotropy) Telescope

collects microwave signals using seven input receivers.  The receivers
perform at their peak when they are cooled to about 10-18 degrees Kelvin.
The AMiBA Telescope uses a unit called a split- box to activate cryogenic
refrigerator devices called cold heads.  Cold heads  and a vacuum are used
to create an airless environment within the AMiBA’s input receivers to keep
them operating at the optimal temperature.   The current system can only
be turned on manually at the AMiBA Telescope located on Mauna Loa,
about 11,000ft above sea level.  My project is to install two devices that will
act as a remote control for the cold head system, allowing AMiBA staff to
turn on the cold heads from their headquarters in Hilo through an Ethernet-
connected network that the AMiBA team is already using.   There are two
specific cases where this modification will be very beneficial: first, resetting
the cold heads, as the input receivers will warm up over time due to an
imperfect vacuum environment, and second, turning the cold heads back on
after power outages.  In both of these cases, the remote control set up will
reduce a lot of down time and wasted resources since the cold heads can
now be reset without traveling to Mauna Loa.  The end result is an increase
in the operation efficiency for the AMiBA telescope.

•AMiBA currently uses a 7 element array and is in the process of
expanding to a 13 element array.  The current split box controlling
Cold heads can only accommodate 7 elements.

•All equipment used is activated locally.  Resetting the cold heads
requires traveling from Hilo to the telescope on Mauna Loa.

•The cooling process takes about 6 hours.  Because the staff needs to
Travel to the telescope to reset the cold heads, this costs significant staff
time and down time for the instrument.

Problems to Be Solved

Element

Cold Heads Receiver(pictured with
no dish connected)

Vacuum

Solution to the problems

Fabrication Process for the New Split Box
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Build a new switch box that will control 13 cold heads in order to
prepare for the  expansion of the telescope.

Install a remote control for the cold head system so that it
can be reset from Hilo using a network connection between
Hilo and the telescope.

Creating the remote control

Use a network device called an
ADAM 5000/TCP
The device uses an Ethernet
connection and can be accessed by
TCP
This allows the power controls for
the cold heads to be accessed
remotely

2.  Gather materials needed

1. Draw Schematic

Schematic drawing of one-quarter of the new
split box being designed and created

Hardware necessary to fabricate the new split box, including
the new split box housing (pictured on right)

Testing

       Conclusions
•Increase in efficiency of controlling cold heads
•Reduction in down time for the AMiBA team
•Smoother transition towards expansion of  AMiBA
moving from 7 element design to a 13 element design.

•Personal gain:  real engineering and technology
experience with the design and fabrication of split box

3.  Measure and Modify the Housing

Holes were punched into both front(pictured on left) and
back(pictured on the  right) of the housing to accommodate power
and network cables as well as external control switches

4.  Mount and Wire All Components

•Testing at AMiBA headquarters in Hilo was successful
•Testing  on-site on Mauna Loa was also successful
•After testing, the box was incorporated into the AMiBA
system
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The left shows all the components of the split box laid out, including the
ADAM 5000/TCP device.  Once mounted on din rails,  all necessary wiring
was done, completing the split box(pictured on right).


